
 

DATE: September 18, 2012 

 

TO:  Michael S. Flad, City Manager 

 

FROM: Greg Herrmann, Community Development Director 

Via: Patrick Prescott, Acting Assistant Community Development Director 

  By: Amanda Landry, Associate Planner 

 

SUBJECT: First Step Report – Regulation of Wireless Telecommunications Facilities 

 

PURPOSE:  

The purpose of this report is to respond to the City Council’s request to bring back the Wireless 

Telecommunications Facilities (WTF) Ordinance for additional discussion. This first-step report 

will explain how WTFs were regulated, both before and after the 2011 WTF Ordinance update, 

and the implications of prohibiting them in the R-1 Single-Family Residential zone.  In addition, 

the report will discuss recent federal legislation that may necessitate minor revisions to the WTF 

Ordinance.   

BACKGROUND:  
Federal Regulations: 

WTFs are licensed and regulated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).  Although 

local jurisdictions do have some authority to develop regulations to address the time, manner and 

location of proposed WTFs, the law is clear that: 

 

“No state or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, 

construction, and modification of personal wireless service facilities on the basis of the 

environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities 

comply with the Commission’s [Federal Communications Commission] regulations 

concerning such emissions. 47 U.S.C. §332(c)(7)(B)(iv).” 

 

In addition, “[n]o State or local statute or regulations, or other State or local legal requirement 

may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or 

intrastate telecommunications service.” 47U.S.C.§253(a).  Further, “[t]he regulation of the 

placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service facilities…shall not 

prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of personal wireless services.” 

47U.S.C.§332(c)(7)(i)(II).  

 

Regulatory History in Burbank: 

In 1996, the City of Burbank adopted development standards regarding the placement of WTFs.  

The development standards were updated in 2010 and again in 2011.    
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1996 Development Standards: 

A comprehensive set of development standards regarding WTFs were first adopted by the 

Burbank City Council in 1996.  The standards were broad and focused on basic aesthetics 

(Exhibit A).   The following list summarizes the development standards.  

 

 The first WTFs on a property were allowed by right in all zones except R-1 and R-2. A 

Conditional Use Permit (CUP) was required if there was more than one WTF on a 

property. 

 Properties owned by the local, state, or federal government, and the Burbank Unified 

School District (BUSD) were treated as if they were located in non-residential zones, 

unless they were improved with a single-family dwelling used for residential purposes.  

 Only building mounted WTFs were allowed in R-3, R-4, and R-5 Multi-Family 

Residential zones.  

 A CUP was required if a freestanding WTF exceeded 35 feet in height.  

 Maximum height was determined by proximity to residential zones.  The further away the 

proposed WTF was from those zones, the taller it could be.  The requirement was not 

based on technology or concern about Radio Frequency (RF) emissions; rather it 

reflected existing height restrictions that applied to other commercial and industrial uses.  

2010 Interim Regulations: 

In 2009 the City initiated a comprehensive update to the WTF Ordinance. In August 2010, the 

Council approved an interim Zone Text Amendment (ZTA) to require a CUP for all new 

facilities, require that applicants provide proof that the proposed facility would be in compliance 

with FCC regulations, and require that proposed facilities meet higher aesthetic standards as an 

interim measure while staff prepared a more comprehensive update (Exhibit B).   

 

2011 Updated Regulations: 

The City Council voted to adopt a comprehensive update to the WTF Ordinance in 2011.  The 

two-year process to prepare the comprehensive update included two joint study sessions of the 

Planning Board and City Council, which were held in 2009 and 2010 to discuss current issues 

related to WTFs.  The first study session addressed the aesthetic impacts of WTFs (Exhibit C); 

the second study session addressed federal regulations and the effects of RF emissions on the 

human body (Exhibit D).  An expert in the field of wireless telecommunications technology and 

regulations was retained by the City to speak at the second joint study session and answered 

many questions from the Planning Board and City Council regarding public safety and other 

regulatory issues.  Members of the public were notified about the joint study sessions through 

notices in the newspaper, newspaper articles, notices on the City website, and through e-mail.  

 

Staff also hosted two community meetings for interested stakeholders.  One community meeting 

was geared to interested residents and the other was primarily for representatives from most 

major wireless telecommunications companies and members of the California Wireless 

Association (Calwa), a professional association of wireless telecommunications providers.  In 

addition, staff frequently met individually with interested stakeholders from the community and 

from the industry.  Comments from various stakeholders were incorporated into a draft WTF 

Ordinance.  The draft was made available to the public for 30 days on the Planning & 
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Transportation Division’s website to give the public additional time to review and comment.  

Multiple comments were submitted during the review period, which enabled staff to further 

modify the draft WTF Ordinance prior to the Planning Board and City Council public hearings.   

 

The WTF Ordinance adopted by the City Council in 2011 includes a more robust set of aesthetic 

regulations for modified and new WTFs (Exhibit E).  In addition, the WTF Ordinance 

incentivizes the development and placement of building mounted WTFs, (which are less 

conspicuous and more easily disguised than freestanding WTFs) away from residential 

properties through a tiered permitting approach, which is detailed in the table below.  Generally, 

the tiered approach makes it easier and more appealing for wireless providers to apply for 

permits if a proposed WTF is located in a non-residential zone and if the proposed location is not 

adjacent to a residential zone.   

 
Table 10-1-1118 (C) 

Symbol Meaning 

P Permitted 

AUP Administrative Use Permit required 

[AUP] Administrative Use Permit required if residentially adjacent 

CUP Conditional Use Permit required 

-- Prohibited 

 

WTF Type 
Institutional Use

1
 in 

Single-Family 
Residential Zone 

Multi-family 
Residential Zone 

Non-Residential Zone 
(except Open Space) 

Open Space Zone 

Building Mounted 
Co-Location 

AUP AUP P 
P 

[AUP] 

Building Mounted CUP CUP 
P 

[AUP] 
AUP 

Freestanding 
Co-Location 

-- -- 
P 

[AUP] 
AUP 

Freestanding -- -- CUP CUP 

All other WTFs not 
listed above or not 

exempted by 
10-1-1118(B) 

CUP CUP CUP CUP 

 
Footnotes 

1. For the purpose of this Section, institutional use means a public or private school, religious institution, hospital, library, 
museum, government building, public utility, or other similar public or semi-public facility. 

2. A CUP is also required to exceed WTF height limitations per Subsection D. 

 

A notable change in the updated WTF Ordinance is that building mounted WTFs are permitted 

on institutional properties in the R-1 Single-Family Residential zone, upon approval of a CUP. 

Institutional facilities include a public or private school, religious institution, hospital, library, 

museum, government building, public utility, or other similar public or semi-public facility.  

Freestanding facilities (towers) are not permitted. Although this option was never used, under the 

original ordinance, WTFs could theoretically be built on an R-1 Single-Family Residential zoned 

property if it was owned by the government or the school district.    In addition, the revised 

ordinance clarifies that the amateur use of WTFs in residential zones is allowed in order to 

address activities such as HAM radio use.   
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Recent Concerns: 

Several months after the updated WTF Ordinance was adopted, T-Mobile applied for a CUP to 

construct a building mounted WTF on an existing church at 1711 North Avon Street (Little 

White Chapel), located in the R-1 Single-Family Residential zone. The applicant proposed the 

construction of an 11’- 6” tall cupola on the roof of a church to screen 12 proposed antennas. 

Equipment cabinets needed for the operation of the facility were proposed to be located inside the 

existing church structure. Two new air conditioning units were proposed to be placed near the rear 

of the property.   

 

The CUP application was processed in accordance with the established procedures. The project 

was publicly noticed and interested stakeholders were able to ask questions about the project, 

review the project file, and submit comments prior to the public hearing.   Interested parties were 

also invited to attend the Planning Board hearing and speak for or against the project.  The 

Planning Board determined that the required findings could be made and voted to approve the 

project.   Nearby residents disagreed with the decision and filed an appeal to the City Council.  

Interested stakeholders were again able to ask staff questions about the project, review the 

project file, and submit comments prior to the public hearing.  Interested parties were again 

invited to attend the City Council hearing and speak for or against the project.  

 

At the City Council hearing, the appellants made an argument that the required CUP findings 

could not be made for the project.  The appellants also felt that the project would have negative 

future health, traffic, property value, and other neighborhood impacts.  Although the City 

Council recognized these concerns, ultimately they determined that the required CUP findings 

for approval could not be made because the general design of the proposed WTF was inadequate 

and not compatible with the surrounding neighborhood. 

 

ANALYSIS: 

In response to the concerns raised by residents during the CUP process for 1711 North Avon 

Street, the City Council requested that staff bring the WTF Ordinance back for discussion.  Some 

City Council members indicated an interest in prohibiting WTFs on institutional properties in the 

R-1 Single-Family Residential zone.   

 

Staff believes that the two-year process to update the WTF Ordinance was a thorough, open, and 

transparent process.  The updated WTF Ordinance requires either a CUP or AUP for all WTFs in 

or adjacent to residentially zoned properties to ensure that nearby residents are aware of the 

project and can participate in the application process.   

 

In addition, the controversy that developed around the project at 1711 North Avon Street is not 

expected to become a common occurrence, as there are few institutional uses on R-1 Single-

Family Residential zoned properties.  Excluding BUSD properties, there are only ten properties 

that are used for institutional purposes in the R-1 Single-Family Residential zone (Exhibit F).  

BUSD has stated that it has adopted a policy to not enter into contracts with wireless providers to 

install WTFs on any of its campuses.   
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Prohibition of WTFs in the R-1 Single-Family Residential Zone: 

If the City Council believes that it is no longer appropriate to allow building mounted WTFs on 

institutional properties in the R-1 Single-Family Residential zone, the City Council may direct 

staff to prepare a ZTA prohibiting them in the R-1 Single-Family Residential zone.  There are 

several advantages and disadvantages associated with this course of action. 

 

Advantages: 

 Fewer appealed projects would be brought before the City Council. 

 Residents would be satisfied that WTFs would be prohibited from being built on 

properties used for institutional purposes in the R-1 Single-Family Residential zone.  

 

Disadvantages: 

 Prohibition may unintentionally drive WTFs to multi-family properties, the Public Right-

of Way (PROW) or to commercial properties – potentially even closer to homes than if 

they were to be installed on institutional properties (Exhibit G).  

 The City may be obligated to allow increased numbers of WTFs in the PROW if there are 

no other options for location that would enable wireless providers to serve their 

customers.  The City is limited in its ability to prevent utilities from locating in the 

PROW.  

 The City would need to be careful about implementing restrictions that may result in a 

barrier to entry, resulting in potential legal challenges.   

 There are a limited number of properties used for institutional purposes on R-1 Single-

Family Residential zoned properties and given the lack of nearby commercially zoned 

properties in the hillside, this could mean limited installation of WTFs and limited 

wireless coverage for residential customers in the hillside. Again, this could result in an 

increased number of WTFs in the PROW. 

 

Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012: 
The Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (HR3630) was signed on February 

22, 2012 and includes a provision that “a state or local government may not deny, and shall 

approve, any eligible facilities request for a modification of an existing wireless tower or base 

station that does not substantially change the physical dimensions of such tower or base station.”   

 

The WTF Ordinance does not clearly define what constitutes a substantial change to an existing 

facility.  This may be a problem if a wireless provider wants to upgrade an older WTF in 

Burbank with newer technology, but does not make additional changes so that the WTF complies 

with the WTF Ordinance. Staff is preparing a minor ZTA because the Municipal Code needs to 

be amended to articulate a threshold for what constitutes a “substantial change” to the physical 

dimensions of such towers or base stations.   

 

FISCAL IMPACT: 

Staff is preparing a minor ZTA to address the issue created by HR3630 using existing staff 

resources.  However, if the City Council wishes to amend the WTF Ordinance to prohibit WTFs 

in the R-1 Single-Family Residential zone or make further changes to the WTF Ordinance, a 

more complex and detailed analysis as well as professional consultants may be needed to fully 

explore the consequences of prohibiting them. The time and money needed to complete the 
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analysis would depend on the scope of changes requested by the City Council.  Any funding for 

professional consultants would need to be allocated by the City Council from the unallocated 

General Fund balance. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Cell phone usage has exponentially increased since the City of Burbank first adopted 

development standards for WTFs in 1996.  With the rapid development of new technology and 

the increased use of cell phones, not only for voice communication but also for email, texting, 

video, navigation and other data uses, demand is expected to continue to increase. The WTF 

Ordinance incentivizes the development and placement of building mounted WTFs, (which are 

less conspicuous and more easily disguised than freestanding WTFs) away from residential 

properties through a tiered permitting approach.  Generally, the tiered approach makes it easier 

and more appealing for wireless providers to apply for permits if a proposed WTF is located in a 

non-residential zone and if a property is not adjacent to a residential zone. Eliminating the 

opportunity for carriers to install WTFs on institutional uses in the R-1 Single-Family 

Residential zone, and serve customers that live nearby, may result in more WTFs being 

constructed in the PROW.  

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends that the City Council provide direction on whether to pursue additional 

changes to the WTF Ordinance.  If a majority of Council members would like to discuss the 

issue further, the Council should direct staff to return with a second step report and provide 

additional direction on what information to include in the report. 

 
List of Exhibits 

A BMC Section 10-1-1118 from 1996 

B Ordinance No. 3791, effective 10/15/10 (interim ordinance) 

C Staff Report and exhibits from the 2009 joint study session 

D Staff Report and exhibits from the 2010 joint study session 

E Ordinance No. 3817, effective 10/14/11 

F List of properties used for institutional uses in the R-1 zone (excluding BUSD properties) 

G Map of Theoretical Alternative WTF placement if WTFs were prohibited in the R-1 Single Family 

Residential zone 

 


